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Hayes defeats Urscheler by wide margin
Results from heavy student
voting ciirie lr bom the February 14 elections announcing
John Hayes as the new SGA
President, Jmmle Williamson
as Vice-President and Julie Gilbert as SGA Attorney General.
Voting also resulted In the
election of Ronnie Laffltte as
Din kins Student Union president. A run-off election on
Wednesday, February 21 will
be held to break the tie between
Katy Krai and Sally Grice for
DSU Vice-president.
According to Debra Tolar,
Election
Board
chairman,
student participation this year
was very exdting as 1287
voters turned out for the election. "I was disappointed in day
student
partidpation. Only
about 15 voted," Tolar said.
"More than 60 percent of the
dorm students voted. I think
voting in the dorm helped a
lot."
Tolar said that she didn't
think as many students voted
last year. "This year there was
more campaigning and more
voter concern," she said.
New president Hayes said
that it was go'ng to tak.* a lot
of work to do what the SGA
has done in the past two years.

"I want to improve student
communications with the SGA
and get people more involved."
Williamson, newly elected
SGA vice-president said that be
was looking forward to working
with Hayes. He said, "John has
my full support. We're.depend-,
Ing on a lot of people-depending on the voters."
Both said that they were
really exdted to have been
elected. Williamson said that
he was kind of scared, but,
very exdted. "It hasnt really
hit me yet," he said.
Williamson said that he had
no definite plans for the Student Government. 'Tve thought
about senators and their having
so much to learn when they
are elected. Many incoming
senators are new and I feel
that educating them with procedure should be important."
According to Tolar, the next'
elections scheduled for February
28 wfl> be for Publications Editors, Dinkins Policy and Program Board and for SGA Public
Prosecutor and Defender. The
last elections scheduled for
March will be for dass officers.
Remember again, the February
21
run-off for DSU vicepresident!

Students elected new SGA and Dinkins- Student Union officers, Wednesday, February 14. Sally
Grice (far.left) and Katy Krai tied for Student Union Vice-president. John Hayes was elected SGA
President, Julie Gilbert was elected SGA Attorney General and Jimmie Williamson was elected SGA
Vice-president. Ronnie Laffitte elected Student Union President is not pictured. (Photo by A.P.
Smith)

Booklet for
handicapped students

The physical pUnt is preparing to install new water
lines across campus, according
to Bill Culp, physical plant
director.
field
The new pipes, delivered
Tuesday, will be installed in two
locations. One area of construcwater

tank

funds for the water lines came
from state capital improvement
bonds. "This is the same source
that is financing the $150,000
house to be constructed,"
Drennan said.
Other recent renewal projects
In the past were the installation

0f

new steam pipes and new
electrical lines, Cu,p said.

He announced that the baseball field is nearly completed.
with only the fence to be installed when the weather dears
Up.

junction

The booklet contains a wrbal tour through campus
buildings and facilities and describes the most accessible
route to some of these. Some are accessible or only partially accessible.
The booklet also describes services such as the Counseling Center, Food Service and the Placement and Career
Planning Office. Notetaking and test administration, entertainment and recreation are also described.

will earn' water for domestic

Copies of this booklet are available in the Legal Office
113 Tillman ext. 2228 and the Admission Office, 116
Bancroft, ext. 2191, which is also accessible to wheelchairs.

new line will make it possible
a time when repairs are needed.^ ^

A booklet entitled "Useful Information for Students
With a "Handicap" has been compiled in the hope of answering some of the important questions regarding the
assessibility of campus facilities and the availability of
relevant support services.

^

^

^

Play to be presented

projects when funds are available," Culp said.
from
Judd Drennan, assistant to

Is this a new Superman In the making? Actually, It* a worker
the physical (riant steadying one of the new water pipes
as a crane does the heavy work. The pipes *ere unloaded Tuesday

"Under Milk iVood," a play by Dylan Thomas will be
presented by the Wlnthrop Theatre, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, February 22, 23, and 24, according to Dr. Chris
Reynolds, director.
The play Is a birds-eye view of 69 characters played by
a cast of 12. It takes place in a seacoast town. Songs and
original music accents the play, according to Reynolds.
The play starts at 8:00 p.m. in Johnson Hall. Admission
is $1.00 for those with Winthrop ID and $2.00 for the
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Gettin9 ready
Due to the recent Valentine^ Day elections, and the two
additional election days soon to come, I felt it would be
appropriate to take a minute to speak on being a student
leader. Those elected to serve next year will have the remainder of this school year and the summer in which to
prepare for their job. There is much to learn.
What does it mean to be a leader? According to Webster's dictionary, a leader is one who is a principal performer of a group and has a commanding influence. Thus,
as a student leader one is expected to guide the students,
to influence them in their government and extracurricular
activities. A student leader is more often than not a motivator — one who can exdte the student and get him to move
in positive directions.
The tint and biggest responsibility of those elected
is to be of service to the student. According to Dr. Mary T.
Littlejohn, vice-president in charge of Student Affairs,
a student in a leadership position should always ask, "Is
what I'm doing now congruent to the student and his/her
service?" ' •
It takes an inner strength to offer service enough to fulfill the responsibility of being a student leader. One must
truly want that role, the main reason of being a service to
others. littlejohn aid, "No one should take a student
leadership job and expect their ego to be soothed, salved,
and stroked." She said that besides being a completely
wrong reason for wanting a leadership job, !*• simply wont
happen!
The job is not an easy one. Often the criticism comes
hard and strong. The compliments are scarce. "Do not be
led astray by criticism," littlejohn said. It will be those
times when one will call upon that inner strength and remain firm to the true purpose behind one's actions.
littlejohn said that a newly elected student leader
should use the time now to define one's intentions and
to determine a general plan of action. The summer will
provide more time to better prepare some concrete objectives. "A student should use the preparation time in the
summer to dafiry the means by which he intends to give
that service for which he was elected," said Littlejohn.
Early training for the work ahead is by far the best
preparation any student leader can have. A dear and
total understanding of the job before starting will give one
control of the situation once the actual work begins. If
trained now, the newly elected can begin promptly next
September with a confidence and know-how that only
comes with an awareness of what one Is doing.
I want to urge all those who are finding themselves in
new positions of leadership to seek out those who go
before them. Learn every aspect of the job you are soon
to hold. Important or not, find odl every detailsa that.,
if ever the need arises you will be prepared for anything.
Those who are soon to leave their position should
take the next one after them and share what they have
learned throughout the year. Preparation and training are
the best things we could ever give. The only way to continue the excellent work begun this year is to start the
.new ones off a little step ahead of the rest.
Next year will be a great year. The ones moving up tie
enthusiastic and energetic. Ail we can do now is to GET
READY and go!
Sula Smith

KRATT?

Do sometHihg
BY RON HOUGH

alcoholic beverages simply isn t
enough to maintain the standard
to which we have become accustomed.
The currently considered alternative is charging admission
to selected happening. Obviously, this is an alternative wellworth considering. One benefit
that comes immediately to mind
is that inconsiderate people
won't ruin a good performance
because of an admission charge.
People wont pay to hear a performer, then turn around and
ignore the show.
The other proposition- that
admission be charged every
night-is simply unworkable. College students are too poor on
the average to afford paying to
drink beer in addtion to the
beer price.
The alternative of charging
guests only could work. Many
of the people at ATS are guests,
and a pretty sizeable door receipt could be garnered on a
good night. Yet, the suests
might stop coming to ATS If
prices are prejudicial. This, In
turn would reduce the student
crord (consider the student
dating a non-student who does
not- wish to pay an admission

Do you frequent ATS? If so,
this column is for you. Even If
you dont, consider the issues
at hand anyway. What are the
issues? If you've been reading
TJ, you've probably noticed
that last week's issue had an
article on proposed ATS
changes.
For those of you who didnt
read that article, the proposals
included: 1) free admission to
ATS, 2) admission to be charged
every night, and 3) admission to
be charged three or four nights
a month, depending on the .entertainment.
Three viable propositions, to
be sure, but I feel that there
are other alternatives, to wit:
Charge admission to guests
only. This is a practice followed in part by other entertainment committees. Guests are
charged 60c more for movies,
for example.
Raise the price of beer and
wine. ATS has the best deal in
town and a small increase in
beer and wine prices, say to the
tune of 10-15 percent, would
still fall far short of the going
rate at most of the local
watering holes.
price).
Hire cheaper entertainers. I
Raising the price of beer
dont know the rates paid at and wine might be one of the
ATS, but I'm sure many talent- better choices. Cheap prices at
ed locals would perform for ATS' are one of its primary
less (take away expenses and drawing cards, and If prices
booking "gents, for example).
could be raised to a level
AH these impositions have cheaper than that of comtheir Advantages and disadvan- parable places, the appeal would
tages. Let's compare some of remain.
them.
But I feel that my proposiThe current policy is tree tion of hiring cheaper performadmission every night A good ers is possibly the best. Din kins
deal all the way around, right? continuously books fine enterBut, this policy is exactly the tainers for ATS, something we
reason that other alternatives all appreciate. However, many
are under consideration. Sales of of these performers are non-

local talent Booking these pe«
pie includes (here, I make
assumption bawd on other 1> cations) expenses, lodging, and the
fee for playing. Local talent
could be booked for the same
standard fee minus expenses.
This amounts to a savinp which
could be passed on to us In the
form of cheap beverages and
free admission.
The primary objection to my
plan is possibly that a continuous stream of local talent
could become tiring, that we
would enjoy a more diversified
selection of talent This is true
(at least for me). That is why I
feel that a plan employing the
merits of two systems would
be the most viable of all alternatives.
I feel that an overall reasonable plan would be to hire
local talent more often, booking non-local performers only
once or twice a month. Admission should be charged for
non-local talent only If their
ability merits such a charge.
The charge should be restricted to SO to 75 cents a person.
I don't know If it will work.
I know that I would be pleased
with such a plan (and why not?
I suggested It). Whether the
rest of you would Is the point.
If you agree with it, or if you
have your own ideas, or if you
agree with the original alternatives- do something. The suggestion boxes are open, and DPB
is waiting for feedback.
Do something, though. It you
dont, ATS might not please you
• as much the next time you
dropln...
I surprised myself this weekI only wrote on one subject!
See y a ' . . .

President Carter saves Alaska
BY BRUCE McDANIEL
- "We had to do it now; we
couldnt wait." So said U.S.
Secretary of the Interior, Cedl
Andrus, just last December. He
referred of course to Jimmy
Carter's dedsion to exercise his
authority as president to set
aside some sixty million acres
(an area about three times the
size of South Carolina) of land
in Alaska under the National
Monuments Act, without the
express consent of Congress.
"If we had not acted now,"
continued Secretary Andrus,
"there would have been too
many private endosures which
would have been established ir.
the middle of some of the proposed areas . . . It would have
been too expensive to buy
these lands back later."
Carter^ dedsion to effectively go over the heads of the
legislators (who had already
been debating the proposals
about Alaskan federal lands for
years) is proubly is the most
noteworthy single action In the
entire history of American conservation. With a stroke of the
pen the President more than
doubled the total acreage of
U.S. federal lands which, under
the guidelines of the U.S. Park
Service of the Department of
the Interior, are to be managed

"for the benefit and enjoyment
of the people . . . (in which)
the scenery and natural and
historic objects and wildlife
shall be preserved in such
manner . . . as to leave them
ur.'jn paired for future generations." These guidelines were
established in 1872, when a wild
area of Rocky Mountain land
was so set aside, under recommendation from President
Ulyaes S. Grant. There was
little opposition to this first
National Park, as the land from
which it was to be formed,
located In what was then the
Wyoming territory, was considered relatively inaccessible
and thereby valueless. This area,
which later came to be known as
Yellowstone Park, Is now one of
the most popular and familiar
recreation areas of the Park
system, receiving millions of
visitors each year.
The Park Service received
many additions of land In the
more than one hundred years
since the designation of Yellowstone, and in recent years many
have been the subject of intense
controversy, as the growing
power of the environmental
lobbyists came Into conflict
with the big western timber and
mining corporations over almost
every new park proposal. 'Don't
Park my Job' read the bumper

stickers of the loggers on the
west coast after President Johnson made, the dedsion in 1968
to preserve timber rich lands in
the Redwood forests of California from the onset of the
chain saw. The creation of other
parks brought on dashes as
well, as when the planned Jetport in central Florida was finally relocated to minimize damage to the Everglades. None have
been longer, or more bitter,
than the contest over the future
of Alaska.
After ten years of effort,
environmental groups such as
the Sierra Club were forced to
admit defeat in their attempt
to prevent the construction of
the Alaskan pipeline, but ever
since then they have worked
tirelessly to Insure that at least
some portions of remaining wild
Alaska would be preserved from
commercial development. They
naturally hailed the President's
dedsion; at the same time they
called It only a 'half victory', as
the total acreage of land to be
preserved under this action fell
almost half short of their original proposals. On the other
hand, Carter's move was bitterly condemned by both Alaskan
Senators, and public opinion
Continued

on page 3
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Carter saves Alaska
Continuedfrontpage 2

our environmentally conscious
day, as the imminent reality
of technology begins to make
its presence felt in a land such as
this, which was so recently
populated only by the woods,
the mountains, the wild thlnp
and the wild people.
Are the timber and mining
industries trying to sacrifice
timeless natural beauty In order
to make a fast buck to add to
this year's balance sheet? Or
has Carter really overstepped
his intended authority, and
thereby compromised the rights
of Alaskans themselves, by acting to set aside this land to be
preserved
"unimpaired
for
future generations?" Secretary
Andrus' final words of response to the critical comments
he heard during the news conference which followed the
announcement were: "In twenty
years they'll thank us. To have
this reserve of untapped resources, when they may need

polls indicated that it was wry
unpopular among the majority
of Alaskan dtlzens as well.
Both sides of the conflict
him good arguments. The environmentalists daim that the
real funding for the opposition to their proposals came not
from the Alaskans themselves,
but from the multi-national
timber and mining industries,
who stand the most to lose,
financially, from the decision.
The two Alaskan Senators daim
that Jt is- a question of "state's
rights'. "Does the government,"
they asked, "have the right to
lock up' such a vast area of
land, barring it from development by the citizens of the
state?"
Alaska Is, after all, the last
really 'true frontier' in the
original sense of the word. So
it is only natural that a conflict such as this would arise in

wants to know
What do you think of WInthrop
pursuing a men's collegiate baseball team?

them most . . . in twenty years
they'll thank us."
In the final analysis, the
responsibility Is yours. The
voting, taxpaying American citizens should be the ones to
ultimately decide the fate of
America's remaining federal
lands. After all, we pay for the
protection of these lands under
Park Service classifications. And,
from the environmentalist's
point of view, we also "pay' if
we allow these lands to pass
from public trust into private
ownership.
So what do you think? Whatever .t is, express yourself.
Our democracy works only so
long as the people on which it
is based take an active concern
in its progress. Alaska is a member state of our nation, and the
responsibility for its future is
shared by us. But Alaska is not
the only state where the future
of public land is an issue. Some
of these lands are in the Southsome of them are in our own
state.

KISTLIR S BICYCLE SHOP
New location 1051 Oaklaid Ave.
Be aware of this situation.
-CLOSER TO SmVE YOU BETTERWrite
your Congressman, your
Senator, your President. Tell
Offering the finest in bicycles
them your feelings about this
issue. Write the Secretary of the
Write somebody. A
Motorized Bikes & Quality Repairs Interior.
decision such as this is too
important to be ignored.
327-1758

Copy and photos by
Anne Page Copley

"I guess it would be nice, but
I'd much rather see a football
team."
Derelle Jamison-sophomore

"Fine if they would get a girl's
baseball team, because I know
a lot of girls intereste' In it."
Mary Marlowe-sophomore

"I love baseball, but I don't
think athletics should come
i =» before scholastics."
t,
Paty Spearman-junior

"Baseball has to be the most
boring American sport to watch.
Enough already!!"
Benny Cain-senior

Like this ancient Grecian ruin, adventure is still
an attraction. It is alive and well and serving in the
U.S. Navy.
Navy Lt. Steve Burnette will be at Dinkins Student Center on Feb. 20, 21 and 22 from 9 a.m. t o
3 p.m. Stop by and talk with him about becoming
a Navy officer. Or call him collect in Charlotte at
1-171-6254.

"Baseball will add a lot to
student life at Winthrop. I hope
it will keep more people here on
the weekends." >
George Gardner-junior

Students also may call Officer Programs Office
in Raleigh, 919/872-2547 Collect.
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More women attending college
ATLANTA—Women are now registered enrollment declines in
in the majority of college stu- 1978-of 1.8 and 1 percent,
dents In the South, according to respectively.
an analysis by the Southern
The small changes noted at
Regional
Education
Board the national and regional levels
(SR3B) of preliminary statistics mask considerable fluctuation
. of list Call's collegiate enroll- among the states and among
ment.
kinds of institutions. In the
The SREB analysis also notes South, changes in total enrollthat, although there were signi- ment in the public sector (which
ficant declines in the number accounts for 85 percent of all
of full-time students attending enrollment) ranged from a 4.7
Southern institutions, they were percent increase in Virginia
offset by continued increases in (one of the most significant in
part-time enrollment, which was the nation) to a decline of 4.5
up 5.6 percent in the South.
percent in West Virginia. Nine
Thus, enrollment in higher of the 14 SREB states expereducation remained essentially ienced declines or minimal inunchanged in the fall of 1978 creases (1 percent or less).
over levels in the previous year,
Fluctuations in enrollment
both in the South and the were noted in the two-year
nation. Except for 1975, when college sector, where the student
there was a 10 percent increase population dropped by nearly
in enrollment nationwide, the 20 percent in West Virginia
college population has not and 10 percent in Kentucky.
grown as dramatically in the Substantial declines in two1970s as in the 1960s.
year college enrollment were
In 1978, the total head count also noted in Arkansas, Georgia,
in the South increased only and Louisiana. By contrast,
about one-half of one percent " significant enrollment growth
to about 2,950,000 students. continued in the two-year
Nationally, enrollment declined institutions
in
Florida,
By 60,0(W students," orless-than- —Tennawee »nd Virginia
I percent, out of a total headEnrollment in private colcount enrollment of more than leges and universities showed
little change nationwide. In the
I I million.
The Increase in part-time South, eight of 14 states exstudy in 1978 was not enough perienced declines, and six showto counter the decline in full- ed increases.
time students, when the enrollA drop in the number of male
ment figures were converted to students enrolling full-time acfull-time-equivalent (ETE) terms counts for changes in many
-which generally serve as the states. For example, public inbasis on which public institu- stitutions in the South registertionsreceivestate funding. When ed a 4 percent decline in fullviewed
from a full-time- time male enrollment in 1978,
equivalent student perspective, compared to 1977 levels. But
both the nation and the South this decline was balanced by

UPS training school
comes to Winthrop
ROCK HILL—United Parcel—the -employees' job methods,"
Service has selected Winthrop says Crockett. "We also give
College as one of five training the supervisors an undeistandschool sites in the nation for its ing of the policies and objecsupemsioii.
tives of UPS."
The 72-year-old firm has
- The training school instrucscheduled eight three-week train- tors also come from within the
ing sessions this year at Win- UPS
management ranks,
throp's Joynes Center for Con- Crockett is a personnel manager
tinuing Education.
in Jackson, Miss. His colleagues
Other UPS training centers at Winthrop come from similar
are in Riverside, Calif., Kenosha, posts in Alabama and WisconWls., Sioux City, Iowa; and sin.
Springtleld, Mass. The Winthrop
Joynes Center for Continuing
center will serve UPS operations Education has been in operation
in the East and Southeast, at Winthrop since 1973. The
"We feel the environment remodeled dormitory now has
and facilities at Winthrop are 37 double rooms and 11 single
exceptional," says
Mickey rooms, providing overnight
ftockeit, head of the three- accommodations for 85 people,
member team of UPS instructors Conference facilities within
at Winthrop. "We're real pleased Joynes include a 125-150 seat
with everything we see and the meeting room, three 30-40-teat
cooperation, we've recrivad. We rooms and three 8-10 seat
hope to be here for a long time." rooms, supplemented by the reThe package delivery believes mainder of the 85<aoe, 31strontu in the promote-from- building main campus.
wttUn management concept for In Winthrop* 1977-78 fiscal
its apaaObii nationwide and la year, Joyces hosted 161 conferCanada aM Germany.
ences, aerobian and one-day or
"Since Moat of our super- spedal programs, which drew
visors cotae from within the 10,900 pinions.
company, usually starting with
For mote information on
us as hourly employees, the Joynes, write Joynes Center for
schools are designed to teach the Continuing Education, Winthrop
basics of the supervisor's job. College, Rock HID, S.C. 29733;

both worttag with people and or call (803) 323-2196.
.r.v/rv i«j»m owl 3/1) lol rlaS9

significant increases in the
enrollment of women,especially
of those attending part-time
(see Table 2 on back of page 2).
For the first time since World
War II, women made up a majority of the enrollment in
colleges and universities, with
50.1 percent of the headcount
total in the South. In the fall of
1978, women account for more
than half of the collegiate populations in nine SREB states
(see Table 1).
E.F. Schietlnger, SREB director of research, said the Increase
in proportions of women enrolled in the South can be attributed'to the decline in the number of male students enrolling
full-time, as well as to significant increases in the participation of women, especially those
attending college part-time.
Contrary to the trends in
total enrollment, the number
of first-time students showed
small Increases, both in the
nation asd the region, with
gains of 1.8 and 1 percent, respectively.
While enrollment projections
indicate that declines in thefuture ean be expected-because
of the shrinking size of the
coliege-age population, such
demographic change does not
account for this year* losses,
according to James R. Mingle,
SREB research associate. He said
some of the factors influencing
lower rates of attendance in

.1-

'

.

fall, 1978, probably Include:
-Students chosing jobs over
further education in 1978, a
year of relatively high employment;
—Increased federal audits of
student aid applications, demanding documentation of a
student's financial background,
which seems to have discouraged
some students from enrolling
and delayed others In receiving
replies to their aid requests.
Dr. Mingle noted that year-toyear fluctuations in enrollment
can be expected for the next
few years, and said it is possible
that a slowdown in the
economy, coupled with another
large pool of high school graduates anticipated in 1979, could
produce increases again next fall.
"But, in the long term, as
the size of the traditional
college-age population begins to
dedine, both in the nation and
the South, enrollment declines
may be expected," he observed.'
While there will be fluctuations between 1978 and 1986,
SREB's projections of headcount enrollment in the South
for 1986 show that the same
level of enrollment as In 1978.
But, when the 1986 figure is
projected on a full-timeequivalent basis, enrollment In
the South may drop by as much
as 4 percent between 1978 and
1986. This difference of more
than
100,000
full-timeequivalent students is significant

to the revenue and workload
prospects of higher education. If
an Institution loses one full-time
student, It needs to attract
nearly three part-time students
to recoup revenue losses.

Biographies most
popular reading
It was found that more than
half of all Americans 16 or
over, read at least one book,
usually more, in a six-month
period.
Biographies
and
autobiographies claim the top
44 percent of the reading
material preferred.
Following in popularity are
action-adventure, fiction,
historical and mystery
novels, short stories and
cookbooks. Language books
were found to be the least
popular among readers. —
CMS

Foreign-owned
bonks in U.S.
In November of 1972, there
were S2 foreign-owned banks,
wilfi 100 offices lnjhe United
States.
Their
assets
amounted to $25 billion.
By February 1978 their
number had more than
doubled to 118 banks, with 261
offices and total assets of
more than $83 billion. — CNS
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Nurses get chance
at Winthrop
The wait Is over for Jo Gossett of Clover, S.C.
For the past three years, she
has yearned for a chance to
earn her baccalaureate degree
in nursing so she could enter
the public health field or go
into pediatric nursing.
"I couldn't leave my parttime job or my family and go
off to Columbia or Charleston
to get the courses I needed for
my degree," she explains. "When
I heard about the degree program being offered here (Winthrop) I knew I had the answer."
Gossett Is one of three practicing registered nurses in the
Piedmont area who have registered for dasses In the nursing
program at Winthrop College
this spring.
The baccalaureate program Is
a satellite program of the Medical University, of South Carolina
(®JSC)-GeUe«e_of Nuntag.
Medical
University.' |i«ntagfaculty teach the nursing
courses, which include general
Introductory and clinical work.
The cHnlcal course work will be

at York General Hospital and
other area health facilities.
Plans for the nursing program officially began two years
ago.
The Winthrop project is the
Grst satellite program offered
by the MUSC College of Nursing. The program was made
possibk by a Nursing Special
Projects Grant from the Public
Health Service of the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Winthrop faculty members
will teach courses in basic
sciences, the arts, the humanities and social sciences. These
general education courses are
required prior to acceptance.
"We tried to set up the program to meet the needs of the
working registered nurse, who
often has family responsibilities
also," explains Marion Larisey,
instructor of nursing. Ms. Larisey estimates it will take par-tlclpants two years, on a parttime basis, to-compiete the nursing courses requSed' tor the.
baccalaureate degree, in. nursing.
The programmeans, more
than just a chance to earn a
sheepskin to students.
.v. ..
"There are ,ta, lot more job
opportunities for nurses, who
have their baccalaureate de-

grees," Gossett believes. "Most
areas of nursing require a degree. And, if you want career
advancement, you have to have
It."
Val Bartles of Fort Mill,
who has worked part time at
Charlotte Memorial Hospital,
agrees. "1 have found that without that degree you don't have
much of a chance career-wise.
I want to teach, I think, and of
course I'll need an undergraduate and a graduate degree."
Ms. Larisey expects some
10-15 more participants in the
degree program each semester.
"We knew we'd start small but
word may not have gotten
around. The program is just
getting off the ground.
"We wanted to design a program so participants could work
and go to school. We wanted
to offer nurses in this area a
chance to earn a degree and upgrade their careers. With this
program, I think we have a
good-chance." For more * In formation about
the program, write to Julia Gordon, acting MUSC Nursing Project director, Winthrop College,
Rock Hill, S.C 29733, or call
(803) 323-2134.

UN delegation awards
ALL
SALE
SHOES

»/2
OFF
ORIGINAL
PRICE
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BY KATHY KIRKPAT RICK
Winthrop's delegation t< the Princeton Model U.N.
brought home awards for the fourth straight year Sunday,
February 11.
Jody Guy, a political sden«:major from Seneca, won a
first place award for her performance on the Economic
and Finance Committee. Sophomore Cindy Dean was
awarded a special honorable mention for her performance
on the Social and Humanitarian Committee.
The nine-member delegation arrived at Princeton on
Thursday, February 8, aftet a grilling 17-hour drive
through snow and ice. Representing the countries of
Canada and East Germany and competing with Ivy
Leaguers from Yale and Smith, Winthrop's team debated
such international issues as world food problems, terrorism and racism in South Africa during the course of the
four-day conference.
"AD of us did well and participated well," said Guy,
who serves as student coordinator of Winthrop's Model
U.N. "We were one of the most consistently prepared
delegations there."
Guy said that the trip "gives us ideas and builds our
confidence In our own U.N. The Princeton U.N. is just '
not as organized or professional as Winthrop's," she said.
"It makes us feel we have something to be proud of."
Students also chosen for the delegation were Ralph
Johnson. Diane Meyers, Austin Amalu, Kay Carter, Angle
Hendrix, Joyce Plyer and Martha Campbell.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
WORKING TO SERVE YOU BETTER
BY MARGARET CARROLL
The seventeenth meeting of the Winthrop College Senate
held February 7, opened with debate or the Charter Application Process bill.
At the last meeting, this bill passed first reading and was
up for second reading. This bill states that every organization on campus must go through the Charter Application
Process before it can become a chartered organization.
During debate, Senator Jones, secretary of the Campus
Review Committee, proposed an amendment changing the
probationary period of organizations whose membership
falls below ten members from six months to four academic
months.
Jones said that the committee felt that six months was
too much time considering the fact that there are only
nine months in every school year. The amendment was
passed.
An amendment was also passed concerning the thirty
day waiting period. During this period, organizations may
function as- a chartered organization on a trial basis except
when dealing with Greek organizations. According to the
Charte- Application Process bill, "With Greek organizations, there shall be no ceremonial action carried out
between petitioning organizations and tii? local or national
fraternity or sorority."
The Charter Application Process passed second reading
and will soon be effective.
Ebonites and the International Club's requests for funds
were referred to committee. After being brought back to
Senate, the requisitions passed second reading.
New business- was -next and Vice-President Grimes
directed the senators in the readings.
The Hist of these was a proposed b'll to establish a task'
force to investigate the financial working of the Winthrop
College Physical Plant. TT\ls-biiV-wai submitted by Kim
Dickens. The purpose being to investigate why" the""stu- dents are. charged high costs to use college facilities. The
bill passed first reading, and was referred to the Student
Life Committee by Grimes.
John Hayes was the author of the next piece of legislation. The purpose of this recommendation being to recommend that at least one wheelchair ramp be constructed
and installed in Withers, Rutledge, Tillman and Dinkins
Student Center before the end of the academic year 197879. This recommendation also passed first reading, and was
referred to the Campus Review Committee bv Grimes.
Another recommendation was brought to the floor by
Scott Ruggles. Its purpose being to recommend that there
be a part-time student security system established. Students must meet the requirements of SLED, and Ruggles
feels it would provide a much stronger security system.
This recommendation passed first reading.
Last order of business was first reading of the Tri
Sigma Charter. It passed first reading and was given the
go ahead with its money-raising projects by the senators.

J\CTJON1INE
DIRECTED TO: Dan Urscheler
QUESTION: IS THERE A SPECIAL BUDGET NUMBER
THAT CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT
OFFICES (IE; SGA, DINKIN3) CAN USE
FOR OFFICE SERVICES? (RJ3.)
ANSWER:

the entertainers are at

THURSDAYS

23-24 RiAN HUSKEY
TowaCotferMall

Rock Hill
l#-6 Mon. thru Sat.
FridaystilIJO

££

DAVID EZELL

^winthrop id. gets you
15% discount on food
; after 4pm - mon.-thurs.

Yes there is, candidates may may contact
Joyce Plyler, (ext. 3032) President of the
Political Science Club to have the printing
done. The dub is using the Political
Sdence department budget number for the
services. Candidates must, reimburse the
department for the amount expended.

DIRECTED TO: Meld Gordon
QUESTION: HOW ARE THE REFEREES CHOSEN FOR
THE MEN'S BASKETBALL GAMES?
(UK)
ANSWER:

NA1A District Six which has eighteen
members has Its own official* booking
office. Mr. Alva Phillips, Greenville, S.C
books all the officials for the fames. Each
coach has an option of deleting three officials from a list of thirty-five men who
work the games. Officials are pyld $60.00
each for the two man crews.

Winthrop graduate's
book endorsed
Senators Mike Gravel (D)
snd Ted Steven* (R) of Alaska
and that state's Congressman,
Representative Don Yotnf (R)
b a n endorsed WINDS OF
CHANGE, a book about the
recent trend in national pubic
land policy.
l i e authors of the book
are Marilyn Dudley Rowley,
correspondent for HAK radio
In Fairbanks; P J t Ivey, President of Northern Region Alaska
PASS Women; and Helen Bailey,
author of several non-Action
books and articles.
The book deals with the
federal
mismanagement of
Alaska from its cession to the
United States from Russia to
modem time;.. It superimposes
this issue i/jainst the recent

Campus offices are being
shuffle-.* to make room for
more students. Several building on campus are being converted from classrooms into
offices, according to Judd
Drennan, assistant to the
President.
....
Johnson , room 102 win be
converted into five offices and
In Tillman, rooms 202 and
210 will be changed into six
offices, Drennan said. Kinard
will have 13 new offices, and 12
offices will be installed in
Thurmond.
Dean
Gibson's
house on the comer of Sumter

Carpenters begin construction of new offices in Johnaon Hall
(Photo by A.P. Smith)

Need help with writing?
BY JEFF CLARK
The Writing Center in Kinard
319 will be offering various
workshops throughout
the
semester in order to help
students with Rug"'* and writing related problems, according to Dr. Mike Smith, director
of the center.
Smith said that there' will
be
workshops
involving
commas,
semicolons,
and
comma splices; logic and fallacies; thesis statements and outlining; pronouns: case, agreement, and reference; handling
quotations; paraphrasing; sentence combining; verb forms;
and a section on essay examinations.
Each workshop will involve
samples of the problem, possible
solutions, and exerdaes devoted
to familiarizing the student with

New Mexico tries to collect
credit

government withdrawals of lands
In Alaska sod throughout the
nation far wilderness or naALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (CPS)
tional park reservations.
—Ale* Kaplan is a business
major at the University of New
Rowley la a "74 graduate of Mexico.- b his span time, he's
Winthrop College and has doo« afco state coordinator for
graduate work at the. Univer- NORML (the National Organizasity of Alaska and Washington tion for the Reform of MariState University. At Winthrop, juana Laws). And sometimes,
she took various wilting courses be tries to make those twins
from Robert O'Neill Bristow. meet. He has already persuaded
In addtlon, she took courses the school's Student Association
in political sdence from Dr. to appropriate 'Several thousand
Melford Wilson and Dr. William dollars" for N0RML1 local
Bio ugh and Environment and lobbying. Recently Kaplan, desMan from Dr. Richard Houk.
by NORML western reA former resident of Rock cribed
gional
coordinator Gordon
Hill, her patents, George and Brownell as among "the youngRebecca Dudley, reside in the est . . . . brightest, most enerLake wood subdivision on Mt. getic and innovative" state workGallant Road.
ers the organization has, tried it
again.
In November sophomore
Kaplan asked faculty member
Jean Hedberg if he could get
. will also be converted into three credits for his NORML
offices.
work, under an independent
Bancroft's present offices study program. Hedberg verbally
wiU be moved Into these new approved and even extended
offices. AU of Bancroft will the plan to include five other
become a dorm, and the build- undergraduates, whom .Kaplan
ing wiU house 200 more stu- would supervise. Tliey- would
Heni.
devote six hours « week to the
"We haw a crew working project, after which they'd
until 9:00 p.m. upstairs in Till- write papers about their exman and in Johnson," Drennan. periences.
said. "They are trying to finish
"Everything was going along
so they will be able to start fine," Kaplan now recalls, until
working in Kinard during the a locai paper ran a story about
summer months." Drennan also it "and Senator Houston opensaid that there were plans being
made to fund the new Field
House that will be located out
at the Shack.

New offices created
BY LISA WRIGHT
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the techniques of overcoming
the particular problem.
Dates for the workshops have
only tentatively been scheduled The definite time for
each workshop wfll depend entirely on students' responses
and needs. Mora information
concerning the schedule for
these workshops can be obtained from the Writing Center.
The Writing Center wUl opeate during the following hours
this semester:
Monday, 2 pjn.-i pjn.
Tuesday, 10 sun.-4 p.m.
Wednesday, 12 noon-4 p.m.
Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Friday, 11 a.m.-12 noon
In addition to these hours,
the Writing Center can be
made available through appointment by calHng or stopping by
the center during the tegular
scheduled operating hours.

ing for the university unless Kaped his big mouth."
Drmoaatic State Senator Les lan was refused credit for his
Houston of Albuquerque, a deainrinsBzation work.
University officials, apparently nervous about the threat and
the pubBdty, initially defended
its pending approval of the
for-credU lobbying. Yet Hendberg, according to Kaplan, "mistakenly'' told the press Kaplan's
idea had been to get credit for
research into decriminalization,
not for lobbying.
Finally last week Hedberg
dropped out of the project,
refusing to sponsor It in any
form. "She got so wasted
from the controversy," Kaplan
says, "she didn't want anymember of the legislature's thing more to do with it. She
Finance Committee, threatened waa just beat. I don't blame
to vote against ALL state fund- her. I'm beat, too."

MISMM

Of York Couty

Gat Oi Beard
For Oiler Spact
SAT. t SUN.
2:00 $3:16
THRU
MARCH 11
75$ ADULTS
50* CHILDREN
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•CLASSICAL
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Student tries to fake suicide note for term paper
-

t

' "

\ '

LITTLETON, CO. (CPS>"Female, 21, student, gives,
telf three weeks before popping
pUls for suldde. It you know
good masons why I shouldn't,
please write P.O. Bo* 131,
. Littleton,Colo."
When Arapahoe Community

8
Q

J> ?

:

i

Smith had, indeed, placed the
College student Dyan Smith
placed this ad in a Denver-area -ad in the COLLEGIATE CAMERA
in December * part of a
spifcntipsier, one student respondent' already had her project for a "Man and Death"
second-guessed. "What a terri- dass at ACC. But the project
fic "way to get a term paper idea the sophomore psychology
done!" he wrote Smith. "Damn major had choaen c W r x B y began to poae - "problems with
good Idea!"
•

Intellectual robbery
BYcmrmAJ.wasoN
America assumed the role of
Judge. Her people earned the
role of defendant. America was
about to sentence them. "Whet
-ham we done?" they cried.
America screamed with a voice
of justice, saying, "You hate
robbed me of part of my most
priceless and precious possession
-my history!"
Carter G. Woodson, a black
historian, Instituted Black Week
in February 1926. Since this,
time, Americans haw Increased
their knowledge about black »ccompUshments by reading black
literature.- However, since most
of these black literary works
have not been Introduced Into
many history books, a great
number of people are ignor-ant of these accomplishments.
Most people have heard of
Babe Ruth but who has heard
of James "Cool Papa" Bell?
"Cool Papa" was a member of
ooe of the many Black All-Star
- baseball, teams In America during
the early thirties. According to

Satchel Paige, the first blade
pitcher in the American League,
"Cool Papa" was so fist he
could tarn out the Ight and
gst Into bed before It was
dark."
Because "Cool Papa" and
other Black All-Star players
were not allowed to display
their talents in major leagues,
they traveled across the country
to play local teams In small
towns.
Who was Pedro Alonso Nino?
Nino was a black navigator
who sailed with Columbus on his
first voyage. Unfortunately,
most history books give us little
or no information on Nino.
If most historians were aatod
toname-a black Idpg-who ruled
on * continent between 1347

KlnuTVtt.
In 1922, King T u f t tomb
was discovered by Howard Carter. It was revealed that the
tomb contained many ancient
treasures. After examining the
features of the fold mask which
covered the mummy's face,
many scientists determined that
King Tut was a black man.
Other Impmlant dteco*eri*s
have been made In Hack history.
Yet these accomplishments go
unrecopiized. By failing to acknowledge black accomplishments, we are accomplices in the
robbery of knowledge. We rob
our crunby m one of the worst
ways possfale-intefledually.

GOLD
"Gold delivery bars" —
27.5 pounds of at least 99.6
percent pure gold — are
If they were a»ked to name a
worth about $60,900 on
famous Idngvwho ruled in a
today's market and are
continent about this time, many
traded *"~"g nations for
would haw iess tiouble.l No
everything from oil and
doubt many would name King
' wheat to rochets and bombs.
Tutankhamen:'' This king
- O B
known to most-by the name.

ft
tto
here
n Kor
According
her Hata
data, tthere
is. Whereas only 68 percent of
the Harvard student's respondents Included addresses and
phone numbers where they
could be readied for help, 88
percent of Smith's respondents
nvethat information.
Smith did receive one nega' The matter was further com- tive reply ("Get more pills, set
plicated, Smith recalls, when, at a date, and IT join you,", the
about the same time Smith's letter read), But other replies
"suidde" was planned, a Denver provided Smith with some "very
woman called a local TV station Interesting" reasons to carry on.
threatening suicide. The woman, one letter advised tor to read
who refused to identity her- SLAPSTICK, a novel uy Kurt
self or her location, spoke for Vonnegut, to find out why life
almost. two hours Tlth KBTV was worth living. Another sugpersonnel, who attempted to gested "visiting Montana or
dissuade Ner. When the station Coots Brewery, or dancing to
publicized the call, several pec Saturday Night Fever" at a local
trie called to suggest Smith as a disco as remedies for her "dessuspect. The rtal suicidal caller, pair." Still another said he
would personally advise postincidentally, was never located.
When the respondents thus poning suicide to 'See If the
discovered the ad was a hoax, Broncof. go to the Super Bowl."
Most. Smith said, wrote to
several wrote back expressing
hurt and anger. "I felt bad," suggest she 'look at other peoSmith said, "but I'm glad I ple's problems to see how
lucky she was" or to "turn to
.did i t "
God.Smith's results also differed
For one thing, the 49 respondents provided an answer to from the Harvard study in that
the reason for Smith's experi- over twice as many males resment. A Harvard student per- ponded as females. The male
formed a similar project in Harvard student experienced an
1969, and Smith wanted to find exact reversal of that ratio.
out if her plea for help would Smith said that some of the
get the same responses as his had males assumed she' was desten years ago! Her idea was to pondent over a break-up with a
see if there would be differences boyfriend, "and asked her for
between "the *we' generation of dates in their letters. "Seems
the sixties and the "me' genera- like a kinky way to get a date,"
Smith mr«ed.
tion of the seventies."

.. n . . i t
i...L»._J
ethics."
Smith's doubts
started
when sincere, concerned replies
began to pour into ber post
office box. "I began to think,
'Do I have the right to subject
these people to thb anguish
and the sharing of very personal
emotions?"
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Student consumer 'movement9
braces for a showdown
BY CHIP BERLET
CHICAGO, IL (CPS)-Most
college catalogue! Mem to favor
artful photo essays of pastoral
campus scenes, coupled with
encyclopedic listings of courses
offered at least once a century.
Heir object, of course, Is to
lute high school seniors into
the schools. But in truth not
much of the information in
the catalogues helps in choosing a college, or planning an education.

severely limited enrollments.
Such reforms are especially
threatening to colleges because
they stand a very good chance
of passage. As the report is
released, conference participants
will be testifying at congressional hearings on the Higher
Education Act of 1976. That
act is up for renewal this year,
and is the umbrella legislation
that makes all federal funding
of education possible. Congress'
self-imposed deadline for renewing the act is this October. In
the meantime, several key congressional staff members involved in drafting the renewal
have already expressed concern
over colleges' compliance with
current federal laws dictating
what kinds of information the
schools must provide their students.
Current federal law, originally
sponsored by Sen. Jacob Javits
of New York at the request of
several student groups, says that
colleges must supply students
and prospective students with
various types of informationmostly concerning financial aidor lose their eligibility for federal funding.
In the law's wake, the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education financed
several projects to show schools
what Congress intended. The
National Student Educational
Fund used the grant for Its Information Gap project. Funds
also went to a coalition of eleven colleges, including Marchese's Barat, that revamped
their catalogues to provide unusually candid information
about their institutions.

Catalogues protested
Those catalogues have, since
the beginning of the decade,
been the focus of a gathering
protest by education activists
who want colleges to provide
information in their publications that might actually be useful to their students. Much of
the protest, though, has bee"
in sedate conference talk. Now,
however, the federal government and student lobby groups
have imposed a deadline of
sorts of the schools. The "movement" has suddenly gained some
power. And, later this month, a
major report from a conference
on catalogue information promises to cause great commotion among college administrators.
In December, Ted Marchese
of Barat College in Illinois
coordinated
a
federallysponsored conference, called
Improving Information For Student Choice, which, for the
first time, brought together a
broad range of student consumerists. They drew up a
report, and will release it to the
public in late February.
A copy of the draftreportreleased to CPS details strategies
for improving the flow of information to students. Ken Fischer,
a higher education consultant
says the conference participants
went "beyond the point of
merely developing a plan to the
point where names, dates, and
tasks-wholl do what, when, and
where-were identified. Commitments were made to (implement) the plan."
The report includes a draft
list of steps colleges can take
without performing a major
overhaul of the current publications. This core Ust of important information includes 19
topic areas ranging from financial aid and job prospects for
certain kinds of majors to grievance procedures and how credits earned at the school will
transfer to another school.

Major reforms
The report alio calls for
legislation requiring schools to
publicize "significant" changesIn admissions policies, and the
names of courses that may prove
bard to get because of staff
shortages.
Those latter two items alone
would be a major reform that
could end cases of student* enrolling In a college onlytofind
their majors are being passed
out^or prerequisite cowse* with
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Colleges hostile
to movement
Despite the mountain of
research reports and the eleven
exemplary catalogues, the vast
majority of colleges continue to
view the student consumer
movement with either indifference of bald hostility. Many institutions now begrudgingly provide the information required by
federal law "on request," but
few have actually tampered with
their catalogues.
The reason is that, with the
pool of potential students
shrinking and the rates of tuition rising, a much more spirited
competition among schools for
students has replaced the
LAISSEZ-FAIRE admissions recruitmer.t if prior years. In the
heat of recruitment, many
schools have adopted classic
commercial
marketing
techniques to "sell" their programs. One of the most visible
selling tools a school has Is Its
catalogue.
Colleges and universities apparently are reluctant to sacrifice those tools. But with the
new higher education authorizing legislation promised for October, there's a kind of legislative
Sword of Damocles hanging over
their heads. Fearful of tougher
federal catalogue requirements.

• ' •'
Wm4

the schools have been scurrying to develop guidelines of
their own to head off federal
intervention.

Pressure building
Most recently, the National
Association of College Admissions Counselors published a
"Statement of Students' Rights
and Responsibilities In the College Admissions Process." Other
groups are expected to follow
suit.
But meanwhile, the pressure
promises to keep building. In
April, the prestigious Camegle
Commission on Pblicy Studies in
Higher Education Is expected to
release its long-delayed "Fair
Practice In Higher Education:
Rights and Responsibilities in a
Period of Competition for Students." observers anticipate the
report as a kind of code of
ethics for college administrators in this era of enrollment
dedine. Student consumerists
expect is to deal extensively
with how to provide useful
information to students.
And this month, the second annual conference on Statewide Educational Information &
Counseling Services has listed
Marchese's conference report on
Improving the information flow
as a major topic. Marchese is confident some
of the report's recommendations will become law, no matter what kinds of guidelines
schools impose on themselves.
"People realize that what's in
the law regarding student information now is a little
cockeyed. Anything that's down
on paper and makes sense has a
chance of being Included in the
legislation."

Tom Webb, director of DinklOs Student Center, didn't get the
twins he asked for for Christmaa, but be did get a beautiful
little girL Six pound one ounce Kristen Elizabeth was bom on
Feb. 4 at 6:45 p.m.
Webb says that he really likes showing the baby off to all his
friends, but he wishes that she would learn to change her own
diapers. When asked about Kristen's future, Mr. Webb replied
that he would like for her to either be an aeronautical engineer
or a go-go dancer.

Take heart, Tolkien fans!
BY DAVID PHINNEY
BERKELEY, CA (CPS)LORD OF THE RINGS, of
course, is a perenniai bestseller, especially on campus,
where it has been among the
top ten best-selling books for
over four consecutive years. It
was on or near the list for the
six years before 1974, too.
With that in mind. Fantasy
Films isn't content to merely
release a full-length animated
feature by Ralph Bakshi this
year, and to promise a second
part to the story in the future.
Instead, it's giving anxious
Hobblt fans who cant wait
until Part Two is released
plenty of ways to spend their
money in the interim.
The film's producers have
planned a merchandising campaign, carefully-orchestrated to
avoid over-kill, thaft so big It
won't even be In full swing
until Christmas, 1979. That's
more than a year after Part
One started running in many
areas last November IS. The
movie will achieve full national
distribution only In February.
Thus tar. It has grossed $3.6
million, somewhat short of the

$7 million needed to produce
the film. Another 56 million is
being spent to promote it.
Twenty-some "Lord" products, meanwhile, are in the
works. Cannon Towels, for example, is reported to be making
a line of towels, sheets, and
pillow cases emblazoned with
scenes and characters from the
movie. A hosiery mill has
bought the license to dam
Hobbit socks. Two juvenile
editions of Tolkein's books,
complete with illustrations from
the Aim, are being published by
Ballantine, which is also distributing a "Lord" calender.
Yet another book, this one describing the elaborate process of
making the movie, is also planned.
Other manufacturers are
getting dolls with moveable parts
and coffee-table statues ready
for market. They're cast of the
principal characters. Bookstores
are now receiving shipments of
derivative buttons and posters
«nd "Lord of the Ring." teeshirts came to clothing stores
this month. There are also plans
for bubble-gum cards, contingent on the film's success.
Yet most arent waiting to

see if the movie actually draws
fans. Milton Bradley intends to
release two games, one for
Middle Earth initiates, the other
for more sophisticated fans. For
reflective fans, they'll soon be a
Tolkein jigsaw puzzle.
Inevitably, there's also a fan
dub. Membership in "The
Fellowship" costs $15, and
entitles members to an honorary certificate with the member's name written on it, a key
chain, a fellowship decal and
sticker, a couple of posters,
a wall banner, and some other
odds and ends.
There is also a soundtrack
album composed by Leonard
Rosen man. In one of the few
setbacks the producers have
suffered thus far, singer Andy
Williams, after some introspection, dedded not to sing one or
the movie's songs on his recent
Christmas special on NBC.
In February, though, television viewers will get to see '
show centered around the late
RINGS author J.R.R. Tolkien,
who, in contrast to all the film
ballyhoo, was an extremely shy
man. Fantasy Films, of course,
produced the show.
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Daydream to perform at ATS
BY NANCIRITTER
"Is there a line to be /drawn
between a dream/and memory-/
so goes the theme song for performers Gwen Bishop and Pam
Brunson, better known by their
group's name, "DayDream."
Alan Smith, manager of the
group, also acts as bookkeeper,
booking agent, and sound abd
light technician.
P.J. and Gwen haw performed at the Holiday Inn acd
Thursday's In Rock HU1. They
have also played at the campus
ministry
organizations and
Across the Street. They are
scheduled to perform once again
at ATS Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 23-24. "DayDream" will
travel to Clemson In March.
Gwen, vocalist of the group,
says DayDream means everything to her. She hopes to write
songi for future performances.
There is no Jealousy between
the two performers. Gwen says
P.J.'s songs, "are good. I believe
In them and knowing that I can
add something to them makes
everything seem right."
It usually takes half an hour
for P.J. to work the snags out
of her songs. "They either fit
together right then or I put
them aside for a couple of
months." P.J. says most of the
time the words come first and
the guitar, "leads the way."
She also thinks poetry and
sonp are two different things

that conflict with one another, flat song was a very long ballad.
Both Gwen and P.J. play the "that wa» very, very Md. The
and the guitar by ear. ballad was entitled DISTANT
Thev haw discussed adding the COUSIN and related to the ex*
•
. . .
1.
M J u t M n f War M M l l I n I H P l t i l .
tambourine and morocco to perience of her cousin's death.
It was like "mellow-drama
their act.
Before the girls began their poetry" said P.J. upon memory
actual appearances as a group, of stereo-typed rhyming lyrics
they gave free performances to of earlier poetry.
students who dropped by during
P.J.'s latest songs differ from
rehearsals. P.J. would like to see her first in the sense that the
•DayDream" trawl, "full time words no longer rhyme. Inon concert tour." Gwen agrees stead they are sensuous and
but added that she would like Intriguing. like the rain/falling
"DayDream" to become a gently from the sky/so you
house-hold word.
came to me/out of time/like
As composer of both words a season so you are/the colors
and lyrics P J . began writing that I see.
when in the rinth grade. Her

Girl Scout counselor

P.j. Branson (left) and Gwen Bishop form the duo known as
"Daydream." (Photo by A.P. Smith)

Summer jobs available
Now the property of some
The Carolina Low Country
Girl Scout Council is now taking 6,000 Low Country Girl Scouts,
pirid
for with cookies, and adaptapplications for positions on the
ed to the Girl Scout program,
staff of its 1979 resident camp.
the
Girl
Scout Plantation could
The camp is located on the
East Branch of the Cooper • be your home for the summer.
Riwr, between Moncks Comer The camp operates to the stanand Mount Pleasant, and will dards set by Girl Scouts of th<
operate from June 17 through U.S.A., the American Camping
July 27, 1979. The site, known Association, The American Naas the Girl Scout Plantation, tional Red Cross, able to all
was originally a rice plantation, girls ages 6-18, in a beautiful
known as Richmond, owned by outdoor setting.
Minimum age required is 18;
the Rutledge, Harleston, and
Supervisory, Program Directors,
Read families.

and Unit leaders 21 minimum.
Workman's
Compensation,
Social Security Coverage, and
pre-camp training are provided
for all staff. Salaries range
from $55 to $120 per week
plus room and board, and dependent upon the position,
from 4 to 8 weeks in duration.
Interested persons are asked to
call Kay Cochrane at 7470942 for additional information and applications, or write to
the Carolina Low Country Girl
Scout Council, Inc., 2400 Air

Park Road, Charleston Heights,
South Carolina 29405.
Winthrop Placement and
Career Planning offices haw
scheduled an appointment with
interviewers from the Congaree
Area Girl Scout Council for
counselors and tides for the
summer in the Columbia, S.C.,
area. The meeting will be
Wednesday, Feb. 28 from 9 a.m.
until 5 p.m. Any major can
be accepted for these summer
jobs and no placement papers
are required to be interviewed.

Winthrop volunteers win heart of Troop 100
througn Rock Hill each Thurs- the girls gaw them to nursing good project for organizations
on campus to donate to."
day night to pick up the girls homes.
The troop also went to the
The girls haw already earnfor their weekly meetings.
You may haw been visited
What prompted the forma- Nutcracker Ballet, which was a ed their Obserwr badge for obrecently by some local Girl tion of Troop 100, and how did particularly enjoyable ewnt for servation of nature and crafts,
Scouts of Troop 100 who were they do it? Well, there were them as the volunteers noted, and are now working on earnselling Girl Scout cookies. local Boy Scout and Cub Scout because "sewral of them went ing their Rrst-Aid badge beWhether or not they came to troops tor the handicapped or- home dancing!"
fore going camping, and the
your door, these girls managed ganized locally which haw been
The handicapped Cub Scouts Dabbler badge for arts and
to sell a total of 1,100 boxes of wry successful. Margaret, Kathy, and Boy Scouts of Rock Hill crafts. Particularly helpful in
cookies! If you did buy a box Judl Diane, and Linda -were all held a Christmas party for the this area has been Anna K.
or two, wouldn't you like to at a m p together last summer girls of Troop 100 on December Percy, a Special Education
know how your money was when they decided that a Girl 11. The girls were also delighted teacher from York. She has
used by the Girl Scouts? Or Scout troop of like Interest to haw a Christmas tree of helped Troop 100 earn money
wouldn't you just like to know ought to be organized. The their own this year, which was for Camp ARC Council by
why on earth Girl Scouts sell troop is sponsored by the chopped for them by Dan Ur- coming up with Ideas for various
cookies anyway?
Human Development Center
arts and crafts projects Which
Well, the members of Girl (HDC) beside Rutledge, and by scheler.
Events planned for the near the girls sell.
Scout Troop 100 are a newly Camp ARC Council. (ARC future include a trip to the zoo
The Girl Scout program is
formed troop, established here stands Cor Association for ReColumbia and camping at noted for its effort to dewlop
in Rojk Hill on September 28, tarded Citizens.) Tom Duncan, in
Kinp Mountain. The troop Is character In young girls t y
1978. The money they receiwd recreation therapist at HDC, asking
for more volunteers to bringing them together with
from selling those cookies is be- helped In the financial organi- help with their projects, espec- other girls their age and sharing
ing used to buy uniforms, pins, zation of Troop 100.
ially If you haw any skills at the experience of growing up.
badges, and other Girl Scout
The Girl Scout troop holds camping. Ewn if you would These young girls are proud of
excessories. The members of their weekly meetings on Thurs- just like to donate any camp- the fact that they're going to
Troop 100 are a special group, day nights at 6:30 in the Canter- ing or other supplies, Margaret Girl Scouts, according to the
howewr. You see. It is a group bury House. There are presently Purcell says, "This would be a volunteers. Ms. Flercy has noted
of girls, ages 8-14, who are In 16 girls In Troop 100.
some way handicapped-physiEwn as a newly formed
cally or mentally.
troop the girls haw engaged In
There are flw Girl Scout many activities. They were glwn
volunteer helpers from Winthrop a Halloween party by a cadet
College who haw been with troop in Rock HiU, then hid
Troop 100 since Its origination. their faces painted for trick-orThe volunteers are Margaret treating by the Drama Club of
Purcell, Kathy Covington, Judl Winthrop College. On this partiMullls, Diane Duncan and Linda cular occasion, Allen Webb (son
Pace; all are majoring In Spedal of Dr. Webb) and a Mend
Education except for Margaret, dressed up for the girls In coswho Is a Psychology major. tumes; one as a chicken and one
These flw *rls helped to or- as a witch.
ganize the troop by locating
The girls also learned how to
handicapped girls from York and carw pumpkins, which were do- Winthrop* Girt Scout volunteers are: anted L to R - J u S MUla,
Rock Hill who wanted to be a nated by local grocery stores. Kathy Covington. Standing — Diane Duncan, IJnda
Marnut of the Girl Scout program After the pumpkins werf carad,. garet Purcell.
and by dri«ing,.to..York,«nd
BY LORI RIDGE

lately that at least one of the
girls in the troop who is wry
shy has been friendlier and more
talkative. The girls haw also
coined some affectionate nicknames for the volunteers. For
instance, Kathy Covington is
known as "Nature Woman" or
sometimes "Wonder Woman" by
the girls to whom she teaches
nature crafts; and to some,
Unda Pace is "momma."
One of the girls. 12-yearold Chiquita Jones, has expressed an interest in attending
Winthrop when she graduates
from high school.
When asked if there was
anything they would like to
see improwd about the Girl
Scout service, Margaret, Kathy,
Judl, Diane and Linda and Mrs.
Nell Covington, Troop "Grandmother," said they would like to
see more interest generated by
the public. All flw volunteers
agree that anyone, especially
special
ed., elementary ed.
and psychology majors would
benefit from the Girl Scout
program. Anyone is welcome to
attend the weekly meeting for
observation or participation. Barsons Interested In the Girl Scout
program should contact Field
Director Unda Rodgers of Ft.
Mill at 547-4640.
And by the way, If you enjoyed those Girl Scout cookies,
you can order more after February 23 by calling Margaret
Purcell at ext. 3337.. Your
money will be well spent if you
- do.
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The pervasive power of ETS
BY RALPH NADER
The next time you jlick up •
weD-ehirpened No. 2 pencil
and begin to. hurriedly answer
a standardized, multiple-choice
test,, dunces i » that your tost •
it one of more than eight million
given annually by . the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
You may (sow ETS manuftctures SATs, LSATk, GRE», and
GMATi- With these testa,alone,
ETS Influences the educational
and career opportunities of millions o( people. But. the power
of ETS'does not begin or end
with those tests. ETS markets.
299 different tests. ETS tests
are used to determine entrance
to over 60 occupations including Qrefighters, actuaries, policemen, real estate brokers, sailors,
teachers, gynecologists, engineers, and auto mechanics. ETS
test results are the standards of
access to some pf the most
powerful professions: Foreign
Service officers. New York
stockbrokers, lawyers in over
40 states, CIA agents. Two
million elementary students take
ETS tests, and ETS is even developing ways to test infants.
ETS helps determine who will
be qtiglble for financial aid and
how much they will receive.
The financial Information ETS
obtains' oh nearly two million
families Is more detailed than a
mortgage application or an IRS
return. ETS consultants and

trainees, help shape education
and labor sllocstion policy in
scores of countries, Including
Singi pore, Brazil, and Saudi
Arabia. And BTS has test centers in 120 countries.
In thirty years, probably 90
million -people .have had their
schooling,-jobs, prospects for
advancement, . and beliefs In
their own potential directly
shaped by the quiet but pervasive power of ETS.
What IS the Educational
Testing Service? How has It
centralized so much power? b
it accountable to anyone, or
anything? Should your opportunities - be .so influenced by
ETCI standards of aptitude orintelligence?
Despite its massive Influence, few people question ETS.
Students may want to tear up
test forms In moments of frustration, but few of us think of
challenging the corporation that
makes the tests. We will soon
release a lengthy report on
ETS, written by Allan Nairn,
which we hope will help people
understand, and question, the
unique and unregulated power
of this corporation.
Indeed, ETS Is, in nondollar ways, a large corporation.
It has more customers pef year
than GM and T o r i combined.
Despite its non-profit status, It
declares roughly a million dollars
in "non-profits" each year. This
money is plowed back into cor-

porate expansion and maintaining the ETS estate, which includes a 400-acre headquarters
in Princeton, New Jersey, a
$250,000 home for the president, William Turnbuli, and a
three million dollar hotel/conference center-all built with student test fees. Itsrevenuefrom
test fees enabled ETS to double
In rite every five years from
1948 to 1972, a rate of growth
fkster than IBM
ETS"S sales and near monopoly power, combined with its
privileged legal status as a nonprofit corporation, make it unprecedented In corporate history. ETS Is exempt from federal and state income taxes, is
effectively beyond the reach
of many anti-trust laws, and
has no stockholders. ETS escapes the restraints governing
other corporations because it is
an "educational" Institution.
The power of ETS is massive,
as even one ETS executive
conceded. "No matter what
they try to tell you here about
how we really don't have much
power," he said, "we know we
do. We know we're the nation^
gatekeeper." This gatekeeper can
determine who enters college,
graduate
and
professional
schools, as well as many occupations and professions. Is' that
power legitimate?
'
ETS defends its role as the
gatekeeper by claiming it has
developed the 'Science of

mental measurement," but as state legislatures. This legislaour report will argue, the tests tion would force ETS and other
measure nothing more than how tasting companies to disclose
you aniwered a few multiple- test questions and answers, and
choice questions. The correla- all studies and date on (he tests;
tion between SAT scores md It would also requite companies
first-year grades In college, for to keep information on appliexample. Is often tower than cants confidential. Disclosing
the correlation between the test tact answers would enable stuscores and the In come of the dents to contest disputed answtest taker's parents. At best, ers, and thus irilminate much of
standardized tests measure the the mystery surrounding the
specialized skill of test-taking, tests. ETS has said It is willing
but they do not measure key to release 99 pareent of Ita test
determinants of success such as data. Rut, Nairn says, the bulk
writing and research skill, ability of this 99 percent Is the materto make coherent arguments, ial provided by the test takers
creativity, motivation, stamina, themselves-name, social eecurity
judgment, experience, or ethics. number, etc. Nairn says it Is
ETS not only influences how crucial to disclose that last
institutions Judge Individuals, one percent, as It Includes ETS's
however; It also Influences how ' extrapolations from the Informaindividuals judge themselves. As tion by test-takets-such as preNairn says, "A false self-estimate dictions of future academic sucor image is instilled In the mind cess.
The testing reform movement
of the individual who receives
a standardized test score. For has other facets. Jesse Jackson is
althoutfi the scores are signifi- organizing around the issue of
cantly determined by aodal the ETS National Teacher Examclass, he is told they are ob- inations which have systematijective, scientific measures of cally eHminated qualified black
applicants from teaching jobs.
the Individual."
Moreover, test takers are sub- The FTC has apparently found,
ject to numerous injustices, contrary to ETS claims, that
ranging from incorrect scoring certain kinds of prep or cram
of tests, to late reporting of courses can raise test scores applicant Information, to secret but the report has been withevaluation of grades and test held at this time. And several
scores-and they have no re- members of Congress have called
for an Investigation of the testcourse.
We must begin to examine ing Industry.
Students now have opporthe examiners.
There Is a growing move- tunities to challenge the test
ment to reform and restruc- makers.
ture the testing Industry. In
Individuals interested In this
New York, Ohio, Texas, and issue, or in sponsoring Truth in
other states, student-run Public Tasting legislation, can contact
Interest
Research
Group* Ed Han ley at our office at P.O.
(PIKGs) have Introduced "Truth Box 19312, Washington, D.C.
In Testing" legislation in their 20086.

KEEPING HEALTHY

/( T
' HE CRAFT CORNER' X,
1201 EBENEZER RD. 327-6055

10% Discount OR all Macrane Cord
t 5% Discount to all Winthrop J
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Teachers learn from
inservice
Son* 3,000 teachers leaned
h«w to a*pd ta»iUUon» Feb. 2
from William Purkay, professor
of equation anil division chalrman In the UUjraity of North
Oaiofca at Greensboro School
ofEductfon.
. Pwtoy * * keynote speaker
for Inservice "79, a day-long
serie* of workshop* at Wlnthrop
College for teachers from Cherokee, York, Lancaster' Area 4,
Union and Chafer County
icfaool districts.
"Children need invitations
like Sowers need sunshine,"
Pur key told a standing room
only crowd in Byrnes Auditorium.
Instead of inviting students to
leara, Pur key said some teachers disinvite their students with

platitudes if it's wocth doing, Combs, •' consultant in educait's worth doing well.
(Columbia, 8Q—The dead- January 1, 1975 and those subtion and paychology, who spoke
"In order to do things well, on "Current Trends in 'Disci- line for mailing applications for mitting codaboratlw efforts win
you haw to do things," Purkey pline;'' William Hale, an edu- the National Endowment for the be Ineligible.
argued, "if only the best town cation professor at the Uolwr- Arts' fifth bi-annual Fellowship*
fiidowment officials expect
made tow, where wodd you and sity of Geor^a, who spoke on for Creative Writ*** i* February to' award approximately 200
15,
1979
for
p
o
j
w
i
i
to
begin
lb*r
"Motivating Students;" and Virfellowships of $10,000 each.
Pur key told the teachers that ginia Louise'' Brown, professor after December 15,1979.
The purpose of the fellow"Professional writers who haw ships is to offer assistance to
"one good invitation'' cad last a . of .special education at the Unlnovels,
essays, professional writers Of excepchild about four month*. wrslty of Minnesota who spoke published
The Inservice idea began in on "Msinstreamlng Responsibili- volumes of poetry or short tional talent to enable them
1977 after four yean of infor- ties of the Regular Classroom stories, essays or poems which to set aside time for writingshaw appeared In literary maga- research or trawl. and"~gener- mal meetings among superinten- Teacher."
zines are eV^ible to apply. allyto advance theircareer*.
dents of the surrounding school
districts and Wlnthrop College
A book fair, showing the Playwrights and scriptwriters arw- "•"For specific guidelines and
President Charles B. Vail. Educa- latest in textbooks and other also eligible and, if-unplihlhhed,- application forms Individuals
tonai, managerial and adminis- teaching aids, was also held may submit"*!, letter of'recom- should contact the Literature
mendation from a professional Program, National Endowment
trative problems in the schools for the teachers during the day'.
haw been topics of discussion. .
Resident Charles - Vail said theatre or media person. Appli- -for the Arts, 2401 E St. NW,
Other educators who spoke plans for inservice *80 are al- cants who haw. received Crea- Washington, DC 20506 or call
on a variety of topics during ready underway.
tive Writing Fellowships since (202)634-6044.
Inservice "79 were Arthur W.

Special Olympics scheduled in April
For $17, you can send a ldd
to the Area 11 Special Olympics
in a splffy new track outfit.
About 600 mentally and physically handicapped persons
f » m York, Chester and Lancaster counties are expected for
the fourth annual ewnt at
Northwestern High - School's
track Held in Rock Mil Friday,
April 6.

Many of those special athletes If people wanted, to provide a
will need financial assistance for whole outfit for a child just by
gym shorts, socks, a T-shirt and writing a check, we should let
sneakers, says Tom Duncan, them know how to do it."
Last year, 485 special athcoordinator. of the tri-county
program.
letes competed In the daylong
program sponsored locally
"Many folks and organizations haw donated sneakers by the Camp Arc Council and
and other clothing In the past," the Wlnthrop College Human
Duncan syas. "We still need Development .Center. Nationtheir help, but we thought that ally, the Kennedy Foundation

Cutting

provides support.
Clinics are also planned In other
In addition to the standard sports covered in the national
Special Olympics events—50, Special Olympics program, in200 and 400-meter nuts, a 400- cluding gymnastics and soccer.
yard relay, a so ft ball throw and
To make a donation or oba standing . broad. jump-this tain more information, write to
year's program will include Tom Duncan, Human Developwheelchair events and special ment Center, Wlnthrop College,
competition for severely handi- Rock HU, S.C. 29733; or a l l
capped youths, such as rolling 323-2244.
balls and throwing fluff balls.

spruce up for Spring!
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A LOOK AT HISTORY
AND CURRENT EVENTS
By Dr. Birdsall Viault. Professor of History. Winthrop College
The recent establishment of
formal diplomatic relations between the United State's and
Communist China brings to
mind the. American recognition
of Soviet Russia" In-1933.
Some 30 yean elip6ed between the 1949 Communist victory in the Chinese civil war
and the granting of American
recognition. In the case of the
Soviet Union, 16. yean passed
between Lenin's revolution in
November .1917 and American
recognition.
By 1933, both the United
States and the Soviet Union
were experiencing tension in
•heir relations with the Japanese. Furthermore, both countries were concerned about the
rise of Hitler, who had become
Germany's chancellor in January.
The international situation
and the new administration of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt., combined- to cause the
United States to accept a longestablished reality and recognize the Soviet regime.
American business interests
also favored this action. American exports to the Soviet Union
had declined from $100 million
in 1931 to $9 million in 1933.
Recognition, it was hoped,
would lead to an expansion of
trade.
Early in 1933, Raymond
Robins paid a semi-official visit
to Russik. Following the Novem-

ber Revolution, as a representative of the American Red Cross
in Russia, Robins had established a relationship with the country's new leaden. This relationship now proved useful:
Robins traveled through the
Ukraine" and Siberia and had a
long interview with Stalin on
May 13.
In June, Raymond Moley,
a key member of Roosevelt's
"Brain Trust," and the American diplomat William C. Bullitt
conferred in London with
Maxim Utvinov, the Soviet commissar for Foreign Affaire.
These tentative overtures
were followed, on Oct. 10,
1933, by Rooseveltl Invitation
to the Soviets to send a representative "to end the present
abnormal relations" between the
two countries.
Commissar Litvinov arrived in
the American capital on "Nov.
7, telling reporters that all questions could be settled in halt an
hour.
In fact, long discussions were
required before an agreement
was signed on Nov. 16.
The two countries agreed to
exchange ambassadors. Roosevelt and Litvinov expressed their
hope that diplomatic relations
would foster dose cooperation
for "mutual benefit and for the
preservation of the peace of the
world."
The Russians promised to re-

frain from revolutionary agitation and political propagandizing in the United States and to
grant completereligiousfreedom
to all Americans residing in the
Soviet Union.
Troublesome questions of
financial claims, and counterclaims were deferred.
The establishment of formal
diplomatic relations between the
United States and. the Soviet
Union did not lead to the
hoped-for dose cooperation.
Instead, both sides remained
supidous of one another and
often that suspidon was expressed in hostile terms. Controversy over Communist propaganda and agitation in the
United States continued, while
no progress was ever made toward reaching agreement on the
flnandal disputes. Beyond this,
Soviet-American trade remained
at arelatively1ow1e vet. ~ * ~ .,
Continuing V~:t-West hostility was symbolized by an
utterance made in 1935 by
American Rear Admiral Yates
Sterling, who echoed sentiments
widely shared in the United
States and In western Europe
as well. Yates called for support
of Hitler in a "great crusade led
by Germany, not only forever
laying to rest the ghost of
Bolshevism, but opening up the
fertile land of Russian to a
crowded and industrially hungry
Europe."
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Go fly a kite
Dinkins Tournaments and Games Is sponsoring a kite
Dying contest at the Shack, Saturday, Feb. 24, at 2:00
p.m., according to Tim Burke, T & G committee chairman.
Categories for judging in dude the most original kite,
the kite playing out the most string, and the string with
the most kites flying from it. Admission is free, and refreshments will be provided for participants. Burke said.
Tournaments and Games has cancelled the bowling
tournament which was scheduled in the Program Board's
monthly calendar for Feb. 21, according to Betsy Kirkland, publicity chairman. Kirkiand also advised students
to watch for news of a mini-tournament week coming up
in March.

DPB movie & short courses
Dinkins Program Board has scheduled a movie to be
shown this Wednesday and four short courses to meet this
week, according to Betsy Kirkiand, publicity committee
"chairman.
Walt Disney's animated movie "The Rescuers" will be
shown at Tillman Feb.~2t-*t-9:00. The cost is 50 cents
with WCID and $1.00 for guests.
——^
Liquid embroidery will meet Tuesdav, Feb. 20;-7;0fc
8:00 p.m. in Dinkins 221. Planning Your Wedding will mart
Wednesday, Feb. 21 at 7:00-8:00 p.m. In Dinkins 221.
Disco Dancing will meet Thursday, Feb. 22, at 8:009:30 p.m., Dinkins auditorium. Also on Thursday,at 7:008:00 p.m., International culture will meet its second time
in Dinkins 220.
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Men drop in Dunkels
BY DAVID JACKSON

Winthrop's Joby Williams shoots over Anderson defender in
Winthrop's Invitational basketball tournament (Photo by A.P.
Smith)

Women stomp
Sacred Heart

For the Winthrop men's basketball team, the games of
February 8-12 represented a case
of the bad, the good, and the
so-so. The bad was n February
8th loss at Central Wesleyan
College, 80-66. The good was an
impressive February 10th home
win over Wofford, 89-71. This
was followed up by a so-so
February 12th win over hapless
Coker College, 81-66.
The overall Eagle record
currently stands at 19-8. Winthrop leads the state in most
victories, and also holds the record for most wins by a first
year team. The previous record
was five wins.
However, in terms of making
the district playoffs, the team's
overall record does not mean
that much. The eight postseason tournament qualifiers are
determined by the Dunkel
power rating system. This week,
the Eagles power rating took a
real blow, as they dropped to
eighth place in the standing
Winthrop can drop no further
if they expect to make the
playoffs in March.
How does a. team with the
•tiitri-t wind
lip in eighth place?T%e Dunkel
system is based on point spreads
and attempts to give teams a
"power rating" based on its
performances against teams of
"relative strength."
Perhaps a better way to explain the Dunkels is to give an
example. Team A, with a pov-er
rating of 35.0, plays a home
game against Team B, with a

power rating of 30.0. Team A is for the po6t-season tournament.
given an additional 4.0 points The first two years the Carr
on their rating for the home ratings were used and for the
court advantage. Thus Team A Is past three seasons, tbe Dunkel
favored to beat Team B by 9 rating have been used. Depoints. If they beat them by fendants of the rating system
more than 9 points, their rating point to the fact that they have
goes uo. Generally, if they beat picked the eventual District
them by less than 9 points — or tournament champion every
lose — their rating goes down. year except last year when fifth
So, it is quite possible to still place Erskine captured the
win a game and have your power crown.
rating go down.
Yet, there are still a few bujp
Who makes up these ratings? in the system. This is particularA man in Florida named Dick ly evident with the current
Dunkel who heads up a rating ratings in which Coastal Carolina
service which also covers college is second and College of Charlesfootball.
ton is fourth — both with losing
Although the system has ob- records. It seems as if it doesn't
vious kinks, the Dunkel ratings matter whether you win or
are very popular with the Dis- lose, but how much you can
trict's coaches. Winthrop's Nleld win by and how close you can
Gordon is no exception. "Be- lose by.
lieve me, it's the best way to
The Eagles have had their
go. It keeps teams from play- share of suffering at Dunkels
ing schedules that are too easy." expense. In some ways, the EagGordon believes that the key les have been their own worst
to beating the Dunkel system is enemies regarding the Dunkel
merely winning, no matter what system — they have allowed
the point spread. "I guarantee teams they should have blown
you that at the end of the sea- out to get dose to them In the
son the four best Dunkel ratings final minutes.
will be the four teams with the
With the district tournament
best won-lost records."
two weeks away, the Eagles
Gordon is not worried about need to come up with consishis team's current low standing. tently good performances in or"Tfwe wWthi'»e lait flw gamw 4gr2to win their five-remaining
well make Dunkel's" top four regular seasoiT~gHrne5 and,-hoyand have the home court fully, the three'" tournament
advantage for the first round of games "which are necessary to
the play-offs. Remember, the send the team to tbe national
Dunfael rating at the end of the tournament in Kansas City. The
season is the only one which talent is there. Here's to hoping
counts."
that the Winthrop Eagles come
This is the fifth year in up with the way to best use it
which District Six has used a to their advantage.
rating service in seeding its teams

BY JAN WISE
The Winthrop women's basketball team completely
stomped outclassed Sacred Heart .College of Belmont, N.C.,
98-23, at SulBvan Junior High gymnasium Monday, Feb. 9.
The Eagles dominated the play on both offense and
defense in a game which was, for the most part, decided
— at-the end of the first half. Winthrop took a comfortable
halftime lead of 38 points IWtO theMocker room, 51-13.
All twelve Winthrop players scored in the game. Fresh- —
man reserve Beth Knell took top honors in scoring and rebounding. Knell sank 14 points and pulled down 13 rebounds. Starters Tracy Burch and Sara Dukes had twelve
each to round off those In double figures. For Dukes, a
freshman, it was her first time in the starting lineup for
Winthrop. She followed Knell in rebounding with nine.
Winthrop completely controlled the boards during the
game. The Eagles had 62 rebounds to the Saints' 35. With
the defeat of Sacred Heart, the Winthrop women boosted
their season's record to 12-5.

Upcoming
intercollegiate games
Feb,19

Women vs. S.C. State
Men w. Presbyterian
Feb.'21 Women vs. U.S.C.
Men w. Coastal Carolina
Feb. 24 Women vs. Columbia College
Men vs. Erskine

SULLIVAN 6:00
SULLIVAN 8:00
Columbia 5:45
Conway 8:00
SULLIVAN 6:00
SULLIVAN 8:00

Tickets to games at Sullivan are available in 154 Bancroft.
Due to lack of student use, tbe bus will not be running.

•!!??+»!! - Winthrop basketball coach Nleld Gordon and assistant Skip Goley object to an official's
«all during a recent game against Wofford College. The coaches lost the argument, but Winthrop won
the game 89-71. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

ECU wins InvitationalThe ninth annual Winthrop
College Invitational Toumament, beliewd to be the oldest
women's basketball tournament
in the South; W held February
8,9, and 10.
Nine teams, including defending champion, College of
Charleston, participated in the
tournament.
In first-round action, ECU
defeated Charleston 74-67, Frands Marion defeated Applachian
97-84,
Winthrop. defeated

Florida State 71-63, and Anderson. defeated Western Carolina
77-69, and then defeated Longwood 82-64.
The Semi-final winner* worn
ECU owr ftands Marian 94-82.and Winthrop over An (tenon,
82-64. ECU defeated Winthrop
in the finals 76-63.
"The tournament went very
weH," said Dr. Mary Roland
Griffin, tournament - director.
"I was very pleased with the

overall caliber of. play. There
weren't any patsies In this tourlament."
Griffin added, "Spectator respoose was great TOs b the Ont
«n>* * • (Winthrop) have been In
the finals since 1976, and 1
thought it w*» a kind of revival
Saturday when students all had
noisemakers and horns. It was a
real rallying of student support."
College
of
Charleston
defeated Appalachian 87-77 in
overtime in the consolation
i>« " Wj.miSlr.vii." n-'oT "
WS.1 Vj '
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Intramural scoreboard
BASKETBALL REPORT
FEBRUARY 5-7,1979
Menli League
DIN KINS DOUGHNUTS-69
Whltfleld-22
NUTTY 9-71
B. Griffin-29
TOKEN TRAGEDYHI-63
Brice-22
TOKEN TRAGEDY 111-64
Garvin-23
DINKINS DOUGHNUTS-73
Whitfleld-16
BIONIC BOOGIE-61
Withers poon-12
BUCKS-89
Bethea-21
EAGLE REJECTS-117
Bellamy-39
EAGLE REJECTS-I16
Brooks-48
TOKEN TRAGEDY III-63
Thompson-16
Brice-16
BUCKS-73
Bethci-23
KACK BUSTERS-87
Tillery-22
FACULTY FOGS-58
Webb-18
76ERS-2
MUFFDIVERS-66
Greer-30
KACK BUSTERS-65
nilery-21
-RUNNING REBELS-67
Rrunson-16

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

NUTTY 9-50
B. Griffln-21
BIONIC BOOGIE-61
Wltherspoon-20
RIGHTEOUS FEW-55
Bailey-24
BAD COMPANY-27
Hughes-14
MUFFDIVERS-47
Greer-21
MAD DOG BOMBERS- 37

K. Griffin-11
vs SIG EP1-47
Bailey-18
vs DYNASTY-78
Donaphan-28
V3 IDES OF MARCH-80
Underwood-20
VS EAGLE REJECTS-59
Pearson-14
vs WIZARDS-32
Harper-10
vs SIG EP 1-58
Bailey-24
vs EPICURE-38
Thompson-20
vs EP1CURE-0
vs MAD DOG BOMBERS-41
Griffin-12
vs WIZARDS-44
White-14
vs BAD COMPANY-23
— -Bedinger-8

Women's Leaeue
HOT SHOTS-51
Wilson-13
Harris-13
FALLING STARS-35
Hare-10
NO NAMES-38
Baxley-16
BRICK NEIGHBORHOOD-28
Broome-6
PACERS-37
Shiriey-9

vs

PACERS-40
Byrd-11

vs WHITE SHADOWS-31
Lowe-15
FLYING ELBOWS-23
Moskos-14
vs GET TOGETHERS-22
Gregory-6
Hogue-6
vs FALLING STARS-33
Moore-10
vs

WC baseball schedule
(Scrimmage Games)
DATE TEAM
PLACE
TIME
Feb. 20 U.S.C.
Columbia, S.C. 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 21 UNCC
Charlotte, N.C. 3:00 p.m.
Feb. 22 Alderson-Broaddus
Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
*Feb. 23 Alderson-Broaddus
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
"Feb. 27 Vorhees College
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
Feb. 28 Spartanburg Jr. College Spartanburg, S.C. 3:00 p.m.
•March 2 Cumberland College
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
•March 3 Cumberland College
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
•March 4 Cumberland College
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
t March 5 Alderson-Broaddus
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
March 6 Alderson-Broaddus
Rock Hill
3:00. p.m.
March 10 Furman University
Greenville, S.C. 2:00 p.m.
• March 19 Wofford College
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
March 23 Sockahatchee
Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
* March 24 Sockahatchee
Rock Mil
2:00 p.m.
March 28 Wingate College
Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
March 30 Spartanburg Jr. College Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
•April 1 Sockahatchee
Allendale, S.C. 1:00 p.m.
April 4 Spartanburg Jr. College Spartanburg, S.C. 3:00 p.m.
April 6 Wingate College
WIngrte.N.E
3:00 p.m.
•April 7 Wingate College
Rock Mil
2:00 p.m.
April 10 Warren Wlhon
Asheville, N.C. 3:00 p.m.
• April 14 UNCC
Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
April 16 Warren WlUon
Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
April 17 UNCC
Rock Hill
3:00 p.m.
April 19 Wingate College
Wingate, N.C.
3:00 p.m.
April 22 Spartanburg Jr. College Rock Hill
2:00 p.m.
HEADCOACH•doubleheadet*
Horace Tuibeville
(803) 323-2129
WInthrop College
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733
• «o:i
ti.'uo'J.- vr;
oi itew
iw.1; ww
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Student-athlete role changing
(Reprinted from WInthrop
College News)
BY ANDY SOLOMON
The life of a student-athlete
at WInthrop isn't all peachesand-cream.
"It is like a full-time job,"
says Doug Schmiedlng, a starting forward on the men's basketball team. "Not only do we have
to carry a full load (academically), but we have to practice daily. And whether we like
it or not, we represent the
school wherever we go and
whatever we do."
Being a member of the first
men's intercollegiate basketball
team at WInthrop College is
something to be proud of,
but it has its drawbacks as
well. "People notice us,"
Schmieding says. "Our pictures
are in yearbooks, in newspapers, on restaurant bulletin ,
boards-many places we go, people recognize us. Sure, we all
have egos, and we enjoy the
attention and publicity, butoften I'd prefer to be just
another student on tiie WInthrop campus. You know, go
incognito."
Schmieding, a sophomore
academically and a freshman in
terms of basketball eligibility,
excells .hblli- on and off'the
court. A native of Greenville,
S.C. and a graduate of Eastslde
High, Schmieding now calls
Seneca his home. He came to
Winthrop a year ago when the
Eagles did not field a team and

got ahead In his studies. He
polished his basketball skills to
maintain a nine-point scoring
average while starting In the
Eagles' first 13 games. "Coming
here a year early and getting a
jump scholastically and athletically really relieved me of some
pressures," he admits.
Schmieding thrives on pressure. The 6'3" lanky blond Improved his grade point ratio so
that he was a dean's list student
this past semester. The difference between his 3.t>6 fall term
average (of a possible 4.0) and
his 2.85 mark of a year ago, he
says, is related to pressure.
"I did receive some pressure
from home, that's for sure," the
former high school honor roll
student says. "But I placed
more pressure on myself because
of the time factor which I faced
this year. I don't have as much
time on my hands as I did last
year because we were not playing ball. This year, I have to budget my time better because I
have to plan my days around
basketball."
"I guess it is a sign of
maturing," Schmieding adds.
"I'm taking 15 hours and after
I finish my dasses, I rush over to
the training room to get taped
before practice. I have even
worn my practice gear to class
so-1-would not be late. I dont
enjoy wearing my practice uniform to dass because I feel and
look out of place, but I have to
In order to get things done on
time."
Tracy Burch, a senior co-

captaln on the women's team,
agrees, wholeheartedly. "Grades
do not come easy for me. I have
to work harder than the average
student for my grades. I just had
to learn how to budget my
time better because everything I
do these days revolves around
basketball. I just have to work
harder and sometimes I And that
there are not enough hours in
the day for me to get everything
done."
Burch, a forward-guard from
Lyman, S.C., who maintains an
eight point scoring average,
looks at the student-athlete from
another standpoint. "I am here
at Winthrop to get an education first and play basketball
second. I guess you could say
that I am a student who plays
basketball instead of an athlete
who goes to school. Playing basketball helps pay my way
through college, so it is sometimes like a job to me-yet enjoyable. It is more of a full-time
job rather than part time, too.
I have to set an example because
I wear a Winthrop uniform and
represent the school. I have to
be on my toes at all Umes."
Schmieding says, "Some people think that since I play basketball, I dont care about my
grades and that I have the attitude that my professors will
take care of me and give me
good grades. Athletes here do
not receive 'free* grades. These
same people think that I don't
care about Winthrop; I'm just
Continued
on page 15

BOONES
' SUNOCO
Complete Auto
Service

The Very
Best Auto
Mechanics

Coldest Beer In Town
Snack Stop Open 24 Hours
Drinks, Munchies, Cigarettes

Next To Winthrop At
Cherry Rd. and Oakland Ave.
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BY KELLY G Ort DON

iYeti? records
established on
WC campus

Joby Williams and Holly Bland, Wlnthiop'i first two 1,000-pofat players, accept second place trophy
from President Vail In the Winthrop Invitational tournament (Photo by A.P. Smith)

Women place second in
Invitational
BY JAN WISE

The Eagles' women's basketball team captured second place
honors in the 9th annual
Winthrop Invitational Basketball
Tournament, Feb. 8, 9, and 10.
Coach linda Warren's team had
victories owr Florida
State
University
and
Anderson
College; but lost to East Carolina
University in the tournament
finals.
Thursday night, Winthrop
played a near-flawless forty
minutes to defeat the Seminotes of FSU, 71-63. The Ecgles
took an early six point lead and
stayed on top of FSU the entire
pme.
Senior guard Holly Bland led
the scoring for both teams with
19 points. Bland was given
mid-court honors during the
game when she scored a basket
which made her become the first
Winthrop basketball player to
.(each a career total of 1000
-points.
Other Eagles scoring in
double figures were Joby Williams, 18; Roslta Fields, 11; and
Tracy Burch, 11. Reserve Sara
Dukes pulled down 12 rebounds.

Warren was especially pleased
with the win oyer FSU and
praised her team Tor their aggressive defensive play. "We viewed
a film of the Semlnoles the day
of the game and worked on our
defensive plan for an hour.
We knew what their offense
was going to do and handled
them very well."
In Friday^ semi-final game,
Winthrop topped Anderson College, 68-56. Anderson had defeated the Eagles, 86-80.earlier
this season in an exhibition
game at Anderson.
Warren expressed satisfaction
with the victory over the Trojanettes, whom she considers a
very good team. The Winthrop
coach also commented, "The
Eagles put forth a good effort;
especially seniors Bland, Burch,
and Williams. They helped us
keep control of the game when
Anderson attempted a rally towards the end."
Dukes took top scoring
honors, for Winthrop with 19
poipts. Fields-followed- closely,
with 18; and Williams added l l v
Dukes also led the Eagles in rebounding with 12.
The Eagles were matched

Student-Athlete roles
here to [day basketball and that
basketball is my only care >n
life. I wish people wouid look
at me and say 'there goes Doug
Schmieding, a student who plays
basketball,' but no, they refer to
the basketball team as a "bunch
of jocks.' I just wish people
would judge me on being myself
and not stereotype basketball
players as 'dumb jocks.'
Schmieding adds.
"People just do not understand what we go through,"
Burch says. "Some people feel
that we are just egotistical and
that we get things for nothing.
Whereas other students have
about eight hours a day of
study-time, student-athletes get
about half as much time. We are
just forced to do the best with
what time we have and from
October until the end of Febru-

against East Carolina University in the tournament finals
Saturday. It was the first time
in five years the Winthrop
women had reached the finals
In their own Invitational. However, the Eagles' success was
halted by a 76-63 defeat at the
hands of the Lady Pirates.
Warren said that Winthrop
stayed with ECU for the majority of the game. "But," she
added, "we had an eight
minute lapse in our play which
allowed them to get ahead at
the end of the first half 43-30."
In the second half Winthrop
matched EClft scoring of thirtythree points and the eight
minute lapse did prove to be
the defeat of the Eagles.
The leading scorer for Winthrop was Bland with 18 points.
Abo- in double figures were
Fields, 14; Dukes, 11; and
Williams, 10. Williams' first two
points of the game allowed her
to become the second Winthrop
basketball player, behind Bland,
-to- hit. a. .career total of 1000
"points: Freshman Dukes led the
Eagles for the third game in a
row In rebounding with 10.

Continued from page 14
ary, there just Isnt that much together in one corner of the
free time."
first floor of Thomson Hall,
Grooming good study habits the women* team Is spread
helps the student-athlete budget among the fire women's resitime better. Both Winthrop dence halls on campus.
basketball coaches, Nleld GorBoth Schmieding and Burch
don and linda Warren, have set feel that their study habits are
up study halls during the season adequate and both like to study
to insure the players -- and in the private confines of their
managers alike - adequate study rooms. "It is more of a relaxing
time.
atmosphere In my room and I
To comply with the National just feel more comfortable,"
Association of Intercollegiate Schmieding says, '"niere are no
Athletics (NAIA)
eligibility set hours in my room as comregulations for men, each stu- pared to a library, and I can
dent-athlete must carry and pass study as long or as short as I
a designated number of hours find necessary."
to play. Although the Associa"I enjoy lying In my own
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics bed when I study," Burch adds.
for Women (AIAW) have no aca- "I can relax, give complete
demic standards, it is up to the concentration, and just dose
individual institution to set Its the door to the outside world.
own:
TjansurrttWf wwnartn
While the men's team lives the library."

Senior forward Holly Bland became the first Winthrop
basketball player to score 1000 points In a career on
February 8 during the Winthrop Invitational Tournament.
Going Into the game against Florida State, Bland was three
points shy of the mark.
"I had no idea how dose I was," said Bland. "Miss
Warren told me last year I could pass 1000 and that was
the last I beard about it. I didn't know what they were
doing when they stopped the game. I thought it was just
a time-out."
Bland was presented with a basketball Inscribed with the
date of the accomplishment by her coach and teammates.
"If I had known had dose I was, I probably would
haw missed everything," she added.
Bland became interested in basketball in her own backyard. "When I was little, my brother played and I picked it
up from him. My daddy put up a goal in the yard and
we always played." Basketball was also the only sport
ofTered for girls in school at that time. "That's what everybody did. Practice and play basketball."
Bland played three years of varsity basketball at GafTney
High School. During her senior year she was named the
team's most valuable player and was inducted to the
school's Hall of Fame. Last year she was a member of the
South Carolina All-State team and was Wlnthrop's most
valuable player.
Bland's 100-point accomplishment is especially outstanding because she only started twice as a freshman and
scored a grand total of 46 points that year. Coach Unda
Warren said, "Holly actually scored 1000 points in less
than four full seasons. She didnt play much her freshman
year primarily because she wasnt strong defensively."
Warren added, "Holly Is a super person. She's the type of
person you like to work with."
Teammate Joby Williams followed Bland with 1000
points of her own, reached in the finals against ECU.
Warren said, "Joby started as a freshman. Joby had the
physical advantage of being 5*10" at a time when we
didn't have anybody who was a good strong center."
Williams scored 202 points her freshman year and has
steadily added to that foundation every year.
Williams played varsity basketball at Lower Richland
High School and was named to the 1974-75 All-State
team. She was Wlnthrop's top re bo under last year with a
7.8 avenge.
Warren added, "Joby is probably one of the best allaround athletes here at Winthrop."
As women become more and more involved in sports,
it's only inevitable that men* records are matched and
bettered. During the Winthrop Invitational last week,
Francis Marion's Pearl Moore surpassed the NCAA record
set by Pete Maravich for the most career points: Moore
scored the needed 29 points and scored 52 to better Maravich's 3667-point record during the semi-final game against
East Carolina.
Moore is currently the nation's leading scorer and also
holds the single-game point record for women with 60
points.
While Moore may haw bettered Maravich's record, she
has many points to go to match NAIA's Travis Grant record
of 4045 career points. Grant and Moore's records are for
four years of college ball, Maravich's is for three. So there
you haw It: the top three national record holders for most
career points — Grant, Moore and Maravich. And after
that? Look out, men - Pearl's going pro, and this Pearl's a
real gem.
Borh Schmieding and Burch
agree on the value of athletics
within their collegiate careers.
"Through athletics, I have
learned the importance of teamwork and the necessity of working together with others toward a common goal," Burch
says. "I have made some friends
for life through athletics and I
hope to' be 'involved with athletics as a career. I have learned to take directions and execute them and wish to share my

experiences and my own
thoughts to others," Burch, a
physical education major, hopes
to teach and coach in high
school.
Schmieding, an accounting
major, learned the values of
working hard, handling pressure
and working with others through
athletics. "I would eventually
like to continue my education
as bur as I can and hopefully
get a good job in the Held of
accounting or even coaching,
should the opportunity arts*."
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SCHLITZ
Schlitz Makes It Great
Words by
RALPH RYDHOLM
BURT MANNING
THOMAS HALL

Beer Makes It

Music by
RALPH RYDHOLM AND
BURT MANNING

Good

(There's Just One Schlitz)

(Noth-in' Else Comes Near)

Beer Makes It Good

There's No

De-bate

(When You're Out Of Schlitz)
Instrumental

Schlitz Makes It

Great

So When It Comes To Beer

Schlitz Makes It

Like

Why

No Oth - er Could

CI978 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. Wise.
All Rights Reserved

Make It Good

Schlitz Makes It Great!!

